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-We are interested on The effect of a magnetic background on Phase  
transitions in QFT. 

-The effective model to be used is the Abelian Higgs model with fermions. 

-The gauge field is Classical, i.e. Is an external parameter. 

-The cases Considered are:                           , and 
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1-loop effective potential

Where



Thus, the tree Term is given by

After the shift, the lagrangian can be written as

With the minima



Since

The same for the fermions



case:

The sum over the Landau levels can be expressed as

Using the Euler-Maclaurin formula

With , we have



Notice that there terms which can given an imaginary contribution for 



The sum over Landau levels For the fermions



In order to consider the leading corrections inte infrared regime, we need to include  
Rings diagrams for



With the Ring contribution, we end with an effective potencial with no  
complex terms



Since

It is obtained that

If



-Intermediate-field regime 

-Bosons

The zero frequency is treated Separately, as was done before

For the case                               we expand



-Intermediate-field regime 

-Bosons

The zero frequency is treated Separately

For the case 



Nonzero modes



Zero mode plus ring



For the fermions, we work in the weak field limit 



Notice that this expression coincides with  the low field limit, using the replacement

The rality condition is



Graphics

Effective potential as function of    in Units of    (            ), in the low field limit 

For the chosen parameters, we have a first order transition



As we increase the field strenght, the transition becomes a first order one



Separate contributions of tree level, boson and fermion contribution



Effect of the magnetic field strenght on the nature of phase transition



Phase diagram as a function of     and



Critical temperature as function of b



Summary and conclusions

- the system is well behaved when the plasma screening is taked into account 

-the system has first or second order transition, dependind on the value of  
the parameters. 

-the first order transition is caused by the fermion contribution and happen  
when the coupling g is larger than   .. 

-magnetic fields make first order transition to become second order. 

-Critical temperature is a monotonic increasing function of the field strenght. 


